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CHAPTER ONE

LO Introduction

This chapter presents the back ground of the study, problem statement, purpose of the study

objective of the study research scope and significance of the study

1,7 Back ground of the study

For many years, procurement has been advancing day by day due to technology changes .the

manual system of direct buying and selling is being sized out slowly with the improvement in

technology “electronic procurement” coming on board in the procurement sector

Karehka (2008) explains Electronic procurement as the business to business purchase and sale of

supplies and services over the internet. An important part of business to business sites E

procurement is also referred to by other terms such as “supplier exchange”

F-procurement refers to the electronic use of communicatioi~ by public sector organization when

buying supplies and services or tendering public work

De Bear and Herinkargues that F-procurement was first emerged in the United Slates. Its original

is one to one electronic data exchange system ie EDI F-commerce system that Baidu search

systems greatly improve the efficiency of procurement, but the prices of the early solution were

expensive, costly and only because of its closed services for the buyer especially small and

medium suppliers and buyers that prohibitive

To this end the United Nations has developed has developed commercial Eli standards hut in the

specific implementation process on the standards in the industry and the difficult coordinatioii

between industries, so that the real business pa1~ners EDT is not widely carried out

The mid 90s began the rise of E-procurement catalog which is its product suppliers through the

internet, to improve the transparency of information suppliers, the market coverage. In recent

years. appears full and comprehensive F-procurement platform for buyers and sellers connected

through a wide range of F-procurement services

~n the internet c-procurement is professional network of suppliers to create web-based approach.

t enables enterprise network, looking for management of qualified suppliers and goods, to keep



abreast of market conditions and in centering, prepare marketing plans. online procurement of

required items and purchase orders purchase items for in-transit management. accounting

management and inventory management and procurement to the automated statistical anal ys is.

Implementation of c-procurement is not only convenient. fhst, and low transaction costs.

information disclosure and transparent, is indeed a promising purchase. Implement e

procurement is two way EDI (Electronic data interchange) and the use of internet c-procurement.

E-procurement por~al is most effective on the purchas~ of simple commodity, which allows

suppliers to create and maintain an on line catalog, place on order and payment and shopping

options to determine the sput. Trying to buy those products must he customaries, and often

requires human judgment and negotiation between people, first of all to organize called REP

(Request for proposal) information package, which includes the technical specification of a

commodity and supply requirements. Secondly, the request must be found to meet suppliers. To

save time and money, only with a qualified provider so that the least energy cost

Make process automated way is to use EDT network that enables suppliers and buyers exchange

of procurement information. As long as that transaction to pay the fees can be submitted through

the EDT network packets and receive a reply through the same network.

Therefore the service of E-procurement is expected to replace the manual system of direct

buying and selling of products to the organization due to the increasing technologies.



L8 STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM

E-procurement plays an important role in achieving a firm’s goals. It is more than just a system

for making purchases online. It provides an organized way to keep an open line of

communication with potential suppliers during a business process, helps with the decision-

making process by keeping relevant information neatly organized and time-stamped and with

many benefits in terms compliance, transaction, payments prices to mention but a fbw

Despite its benefits, Spear Mottos Ug ltd still faces a challenge of delay in service delivery to its

customers which as affected its market in terms of performance, there fore this Prompted the

researcher to find out weather E-procurement has an effect on the organization performance of

spear motors Uganda limited

L9 purpose of the study

The purpose of the study was to examine the relationship between electronic procurement and

the organizational performance

L1O objectives of the study

IL To find out the benefit of electronic procurement to an organization

III. To examine the challenges faced while using electronic procurement

IV, To determine the relationship between electronic procurement and org~nizationaj

performance

1.11 research questions

II. What are the benefits of electronic procurement to an organization?

III. What are the challenges faced while using electronic procurement?

IV. What are the relationships between electronic procurement and organizational

performance?

1~12 Scope of the study

This consists of the geographical scope, time scope, and the subject scope prior to the research

requirements



Li2~1 Geographical scope

The study was conducted at the head office in the areas of Nakawa industrial area Kampala. This

is because the area was within the vicinity of researcher which eased data collection and reduced

costs.

L12~2 Time scope

The study considered the period of two years that is 2006 ~2007 and that is the period when spear

mottos ug ltd wt~s experiencing low technology levels

1J2~3 Subject scope

The study looked at electronic procurement as a driving force to words the performance of the

organization. It also specifically look at aspects such as the relationship between electronic

procurement and organizational performance and the challenges fitced while using electronic

procurement on service delivery to words the performance of the organization

L13 Significance of the study

The findings of the study will be of great value to both the researcher and other parties, and thus

its importance will be seen as follows.

The study will help to bridges the gap that was left by other researchers since the timing period is

different fom mine and less research has been about the effect of technology in banking sectors.

To other scholars and researchers, the study is expected to act as a point of reference when

choosing other research topics.

It will help policy makers such as executive directors and managers on how to increase service

delivery and performance through using electronic procurement.

The study will also enable the researcher to acquire hands on skills and experience about

processing research work and data analysis with proficiency and precision.

It will also avail and other regulatory bodies during their planning and budget preparation to

ensure that electronic procurement is considered as a driving force to the economic development

The study will also help to add to the existing literature concerning the various researchers done

in the electronic procurement
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SECTION TWO

LITERATURE REVIEW

2.0 Introductjoi~

This chapter represents the literature on the research variables as written by various scholars and

authors, It will consist of the impact of electronic procurement on the organizational

performance,~ssessment of their relationship and tha challenges faced

2.1 E-procurement and Technology

Kenneth and Brian defined Electronic procurement as the business to business purchase and sale

of supplies and services over the internet. An important part of business to business sites E

procurement is also referred to by other terms such as “supplier exchange”

Britteny went on to advice in his phases such as “Put your boxing gloves on. You’re headed into

the ring, and it might just be a knock-down, drag-out conversation”. Constrained budgets across

the country have agencies and departments fighting for coveted dollars to fund “must-have”

projects and initiatives. But how are these limited resources best allocated? Which projects drive

value? Which initiatives will yield the best return on investment? It’s time for procurement to

enter the ring and demonstrate that purchasing departments hold the key to government reform,

With increased demand on leaner workforces, technology is creeping up on everyone’s priority

list. For example. Michigaii’s technology-minded governor. Rick Snyder, views the revitalization

of information technology as a crucial step to get his state back on track. Snyder considers

technology the backbone of a plan to increase efficiency and eliminate waste in government

spending. The state’s 2013 budget clearly reflects the governor’s priorities, allocating $48 million

to replace or upgrade aging computer systems.

At first glance, Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) systems get the attention of finance and IT,

but the realities of associated cost and project length quickly sink in. Over the last few years, a

shift has occurred. State and local entities are temporarily putting ERP systems on the back

burner to make room for nimble and lean solutions, like c-procurement that yield immediate

results.



The State of Michigan is a leader in that shift. “Were looking at the whole procurement system.

from A to Z,” Michigan Budget Director John Nixon told the Detroit Free Press, Part of

Michigan’s technology reform plan is an c-procurement system to provide better data tracking

and to demonstrate how and when to get the best deals, Speaking to the significant vaiuc-add of

c-procurement, Kurt Weiss, a spokesman for Michigan’s Department of Technology.

Management and Budget, said: “It also will allow for quicker turnarounds on bids and easier

communication among state purchasing office officials and vendors, which ~vill increase

efficiency.”

The public sector needs technology projects to enhance transparency and increase efficiency,

without breaking the bank. In today’s technology battle, c-procurement solutions are winning the

fight.

Here are some reasons c-procurement knocks out ERP in today’s economy

Quick implementation and quick return. As states, counties, cities and municipalities lhce

financial burdens; attention should be focused on ventures producing rapid return. E

procurement systems are implemented within months, not years, and the return on investment is

evident almost immediately. Conversely, finance-driven ERP systems are notorious for taking

years to implement. A hiccup here and there, and before you know it. ERP projects are behind

schedule and facing months of fruitless waiting. Long projects cause frustration and create a lack

of confidence in an entity’s ability to deliver service to constituents, Government officials also

find it difficult to invest in massive projects if the return on their investment won’t be felt for

several years.

Spend savings. Process efficiency is a benefit to implementing an electronic procurement

system, but workload efficiency is not the only benefit. P-procurement produces tangible spend

savings through strategic sourcing, maverick spend reduction, and by identifying cost saving

opportunities. Public sector entities that have implemented c-procurement have experienced

savings in the range of 20 to 30 percent.

Cost of an E~. At first glance, an ERP might seem doable, until you get a glimpse of the ERP

price tag that can reach up to the $250 million range. Governments are working to achieve



balanced budgets, not fall into money pits. Economic hardship lends little flexibility to engage in

long, drawn-out projects that by definition are more expensive. At a fraction of the cost. e

procurement systems are more attractive. You get results with a clearance-sale price tag.

Executives are also intrigued by the opportunity to create an additional revenue stream which is

possible through an c-procurement system.

Private sector expertise. ERP systems are designed for the private sector, Large ERP software

suites provide good functionality for the finance and manufacturing industries, but they

traditionally have little focus on public sector or higher education procurement markets, They

lack the functionality required by government policy and processes. Many ERP companies and

consultants customize and create “one-off’ versions of the software to meet public Sector needs.

This leads to cost increases, and ultimately taxpayers foot the bill. Additionally, due to the

customizations, future upgrades are difficult and expensive, which often leads to a quickly

outdated product.

Functionali~, E~ is not a one-stop-shop to meet full enterprise needs. Procurement is highly

neglected within these systems. In fact, “bolt-on” software products are often required to fill gaps

in purchasing functionality. Common procurement bolt-ons include stand-alone catalogs, vendor

po~als, c-REP programs and reverse auction systems. E-procurement specializes in

accommodating all your procurement needs into one seamless system,

(~Ijn~scoi,i

Kesavan (2008)continues to argue that the changes brought. about by IT form of new products

more sophisticated customers , changing cost structure and enhanced competitive pressure have

all combined to transform the structure of many organizations spear mottos Uganda incursive,

Z.2 Benefits of Electronic procurement

3arratt (2002) argues that electronic procurement refers to the electronic use of communication

)y public sector organization when buying supplies and services or tendering public work

i-procurement was first emerged in the United States. Its original is one to one electronic data

xchange system ie EDT E-commerce system that Baidu search systems greatly improve the

fficiency of procurement, but the prices of the early solution were expensive, costly and only



because of its closed services for the buyer especially small and medium suppliers and buyers

that prohibitive

In order to calculate recurring benefits, key savings drivers need to he identified and measured

against. The key drivers for c-procurement include transactionaL payment. management

information and price benefits.

These drivers are interdependent, each enabling the others deli~ery. The interaction between

them is important, implying that the achievement of tangible benefit in form of price

improvement is reinforced at each successive negotiation by the improving interaction of the

drivers.

The result is that c-procurement enhances subsequent negotiations with a supplier by yielding

increases in business, and efficiencies in the transacting of that business.

David went on to show the Classification of benefits in that the principle me tries that \\ ill

demonstrate a return on investment (ROl) in c-procurement are:

Hard benefits (directly measurable) that are required to deliver enhanced shareholder value and

thus gain approval, such as price savings and process cost reduction;

Soft benefits (indirect benefits) whose direct effect on cash flow may be difficult to quantify

accurately (i.e. individual time freed up through more efficient processes), but may well he

indicative of progress; and

Intangibleswhich are beneficial but are not directly measurable in financial terms, It is important

not to misclassify soft but measurable benefits as intangible, just because measurement may be

more difficult. Intangibles include:

Cultural change: recognition of strategic sourcing as a longer-term market differentiator. end

user attitude shift, and ease of implementing world- class internal processes;

B-platform: c-procurement as a step towards value-adding structures;

Financial approval for all spending: ability to ensure that all spending meets organization

standards; and



I-ugh visibility of supplier performance: live feedback from end-user to buyers.

it is also important not to double count benefits which are achievable through other means

such as procurement centralization around an enterprise resource planning (ERP) system.

In order to identify e-procurement costs savings as distinct from those achieved through other

procurement best practices, the measurement system needs to discriminate between business as

usual “type savings and those directly attributable to the implementation of the e-procurement

system.

Good strategic sourcing for example will facilitate the realization of c-procurement benefit by

ensuring that sound contracts are in place for use by c-procurement.

The corollary of this approach is that the c-procurement project should not have to shoulder the

burden of the cost of an ERP system with which it will almost certainly co-exist via interfaces.

but which is not required to practice effective c-procurement.

According to David the following are the benefits of E- procurement

1, Transactional Benefits

E-procurement enables the purchase-to- pay process online, A typical example uses a Web-based

transacting tool whereby items are selected predominantly from pre-sourced catalogs and

submitted for electronic approval. This tool is then linked to the back end ERP system for entry,

payment of invoices, and collation of management information.

Electronic processing (including the automation of p-card purchasing) leads to great time savings

and efficiency due to:

Global, automated processes incorporating best practice and eliminating unnecessary

activities;

Enabled relationship with suppliers, which speeds procurement cycle times and facilitates

supplier performance improvements; and

Greater data accuracy, which minimizes ordering inaccuracies and provides the essential

foundation for better management through measurement and analysis.



2. Compliance Benefits

In many cases within an organization. compliance and maverick spending is a significant issue -

not because employees deliberately purchase outside of preferred arrangements, hut rather

through lack of awareness. E-procurement addresses this through tools such as catalogs and

standard order processing and approval processes. Compliance will he achieved due to:

A simple and quick requisition to payment process including a user-friendly interface and

pre-sourced catalogs tailored to the requirements of the individual user;

o A simple and quick strategic sourcing process with standard procurement processes and

tools, as well as easily accessible information; and

o The c-procurement system, the only purchasing mechanism available.

3. Management Information Benefits

The fact that key information (cost center, commodity codes. etc.) is hard coded against the user

dramatically reduces coding errors and provides highly detailed and easily accessible data. This

is essential to maximize the financial benefits of strategic sourcing. A successful c-procurement

implementation will provide high quality, detailed management information and will negate the

need for data warehousing or resource-heavy data mining.

4. Price Benefits

The ability to prove to your suppliers that you are using c-procurement as a tool to ensure end

users do honor their contract status will enhance ability to negotiate down prices through:

o Greater enhanced capture and therefore, reliability of spending information; and

o Increased confidence that spending volumes can be guaranteed from increased

compliance with the system, thus allowing volume price breaks and discounts to be achieved.

5. Payment Benefits



The successful operation of the first four benefits enables electronic payment of invoices. This

includes the ability to better control the business cash flow and to manage the efficient payment

of suppliers due to more streamlined procurement processes providing more timely and accurate

information to the accounts payable department. Potential benefits include reduced manpower (a

“hard’ benefit only if improvements lead to head count reduction) and reduced spending on

postage and stationery.

During negotiations the procurement manager can rhore credibly guarantee the supplier a level of

prompt payment, which was not possible prior to c-procurement.

As well, c-invoicing benefits are often under-assessed and ignored.

2.3 challenges faced while using electronic procurement

Thomas Renner presented that E-Procurement is being introduced or used by the purchasing departments

of all major companies and organizations. Major elements of c-Procurement are catalogue-based desktop

purchasing systems, online auctions, and electronic tendering systems. A key element for c-Procurement

solutions is the successful integration of business partners from the buy side and the supply side. This

comprises the exchange of business documents as well as the smooth combination and adaptation 01 inter-

organizational business processes yet some business do not need /dislike to dispose there business

documents

E-Procurement is only possible with the active participation of the supply side Necessary know how and

IT-technology is often not available on the supply side This delays the introduction of c-Procurement

solutions.

B-Procurement results in new requirements for the supply side. It will change markets by preferring

suppliers, which are “c-ready”.

The necessary tasks and effort for the communication with and integration of the supply side is often

underestimated on the buy side. This not only delays the introduction of c-Procurement but also

influences calculations of profitability.

The implementation of Government-to-Busmess, (G2B) services, such as public c-Procurement, takes
time and is expensive, since it entails complex. laborious and expensive interoperation of interspersed
and/or disparate applications, such as ERP systems, ordering, invoicing, billing systems, etc. at both
national and international level. Therefore, reduction of development costs and time is a vital prerequisite
for the realization of public c-Procurement services.



There is the complexity that results from the strict regulatory and legal framework that developers of such

services should respect. Development of efficient, effective and lawful public c-Procurement services

should be based on recognized best practices and EC policies and directives, so that they guarantee non

discriminatory and transparent awarding processes that comply with national and EU regulatory, legal and

financial systems.

Available application interoperation architectures have limitations in terms of language and platform

independence, as well as in terms of complexity n~ implementation and use.

The technology that promises to provide an easy and inexpensive way to share interspersed andior

disparate applications on the Internet and make them available for interoperation is offered by Web

Services. By means of Web Service-based c-Procurement services, public administrations will he able to

‘expose’ any involved public c-Procurement function, process and sub-process to any other entity, such as

another business function, an organization, a particular community. or an end-user.

2.4 Relationship between electronic procurement and organizational performance

Many organizations have been seeking new ways to reduce procurement costs which typically

represent the largest cost item in business operations (Vaidya et al., 2006). According to industry

sources, the indirect procurement expenditure in Australia are about AU$ 1 50 billion per annum

and each procurement process incurs about A$125 per transaction (Neef, 2001).

Most of the costs incurred are due to non-value added activities such as manual data re-entry.

fixing errors, premium buys due to the inability to find competitive suppliers, inefficient search

and evaluation of suppliers and their product offerings and the long process in reaching an

agreement and obtaining approval before orders can be placed . E-procurement system.

therefore, has attracted organizations attention particularly in the last few years and it has the

potential to improve national productivity growth of any countries (Hawking & Stein. 2004).

The world has continued to experience massive information, communication and technology

growth, increased knowledge by consumers about foreign goods and services, improved

international relations, co-operations and agreements amongst countries, convergence of socio

cultural orientation leading to tremendous growth of international business. The procurement

process has traditionally involved slow manual procedures and even slower systematic processes

for handling procurement transactions (Hawking et al.. 2011).



The advent of the Internet as a business systems platform has been a catalyst for major changes

in the operation and status of organizational procurement. Information Technologies have

changed the way organizations and governments operate. As noted by Nelson et.ai. (2001), the

majority of organizational spending consists of purchasing.

In order to decrease the total costs spent on purchasing process, internet technoloaics are used

and c-Procurement has become popular to implement in the latest era by both governments and

enterprises. Although the opportunities for improvement seem abound, both private and public

sector are still cautious as far as the adoption of electronic technologies is concerned (Zheng et

al, 2004). Ward and Peppard (2003) indicate that 60% of Information Technology application in

procurement initiatives and projects do not deliver the expected benefits.

The rhythm and scope of IT in the past century was different from that in this century. In the

past, organizations progressed at a slower pace when adopting new technologies. They had an

aversion to risk that alters decision-making, trend that is deepened by incentive systems,

traditional decision-making patterns, account rendering mechanisms, hierarchal and rigid

organizational structures, roles, motivation, size, resources, communication processes.

institutional values and more (Moon, 2005).

F-procurement is a technical implementation that enables the transformation of organizational

structures and workplace practices. Flexibility in the development and enablement of the

associated systems and processes allows the diverse requirements of stakeholders and

participants to be recognized and supported. This may include tailored training for buyers and

procurement support staff as well as the ongoing reviews of the associated processes and tools

(Berry & Berry, 1999).

By staying aware of participants’ needs, support organizations can build, evolve and manage

systems and processes that allow buyers to purchase goods and services from preferred suppliers

(Afza&Nazir, 2007). F-procurement result into an improvement of the labour productivity of an

organization and, as a consequence, contribute to a number of intermediate outcomes (better

services, cost savings, time savings, transparency), to economic rationality (organizational

efficiency, simplification) and to GDP growth (Corsi, 2006).



Electronic tendering can shorten a typical manual tendering process by half thus reducing

procurement cycle time and transaction cost. E-procurement is most advantageous because of its

speed and coverage, and when implemented properly, it has increased transparency in the

tendering process and will allow most, if not all, tenders above the rec~u~red threshold to he

openly advertised. The encouragement of regional procurement through PICTA makes the

implementation of e-procurement unavoidable (Filbeck& Krueger, 2005).

E-procurement has a strategic importance entity sinc~ its implementation necessarily crosses

many institutional barriers and paradigms of many public managers. E-procurement brings a set

of new rules and dynamics that create ways of doing business with the State in a totally different

fashion, with a whole new and bigger set of participants, new incentives and a radically different

cost structure; conditions that have the potential to create a competitive marketplace of

unparalleled transparency, efficiency and access



SECTION THREE

METHODOLOGY

4.0 Introduction

This chapter covers the back ground against which data was gathered. It will consist of the

research design, the study population, sample size, sample techniques, data collection methods

and instruments, the data quality management, procedure for data collection, the analysis

methods and the limitation of the study.

3.1 Research design

A cross sectional survey research design was used and this helped researcher to gather specific

information from the respondent in which structured questionnaires were given to a sample of a

population. Across—sectional design is the one that is carried out at one point in timc and

irrespective of the level of education.

It involved the use of both qualitative and quantitative research methods. Qualitative research

will involve the study of cases and makes very little of numerical data or statistics but rely

heavily on verbal data and subjective analysis. It will describe and analyses people’s individual

and collective social, action, beliefs, thought and perspective.

Quantitative research also used both numerical data and discrete variables to get the respondents

level of understanding about the topic under study. Questions that required direct answers where

included in the questionnaire to help quantify some variables like age, number of children among

others. The researcher used mainly the questionnaire for collecting data under study

4.2 Population of the study

The study targeted a total population of 100 people who work in various branches of Barclays

Bank including all officials and clients relevant to the survey. This is because it was be

manageable by the researcher

3.3 Sample size

An appropriate sample size was required in order undertaking the study effectively, this is

because such sample will be manageable bearing in mind the time and financial factors from the



total population of 100 participants, and the researcher selected 50 respondents who acted as

representative sample for the population entirely.

3.7 Sampling technique

Under this, the researcher employed a simple random sampling methodology. There will he

proportionate since each participant to a respondent will have an equal chance of being selected

and thus an element of probability estimation was employed therefore making it simple to

manage and employ

3.8 Data sources collection methods

The research obtained data or information from both primary and secondary sources.

Primary data was obtained direct interviewing of the target sample of spear mottos ug ltd

Consequently questionnaires were given to the relevant people in providing information about

the study

Secondary data was collected from document review of the previous reports. magazines.

newspapers, journals, and internet and inspection reports on performance of spear mottos ug ltd

However, primary data was more employed because of the short comings of the secondary data

sources such as inadequacy in coverage, being outdated among others.

3.9 data collection methods

This consisted of those methods that a researcher employed to collect sufficient information

about the study such as direct interviews; questionnaire and Observation were applied.

3.6.1 Direct interviews

The researcher approached respondents directly and present to them questions relating to how

electronic procurement has affected the performance of spear mottos ug ltd

An interview guide was used as data collection instrument of this method.

3.6.2 Questionnaire

The researcher was designed a set of formalized question. send them to the respondents to fill

and then return them back to the researcher for analysis.



3.6.3 Observation

The researcher enjoyed a participant observation technique and will actively involve in using the

technology to see its applicable use.

3.7 Data and quality management

To ensure data validity and reliability, the researcher ensured a validity management through

saving the research on a computer storage device such as compact disc and flash which was also

used in data analysis method to remove mistakes and make it more meaningful

A hard copy to such data was printed and put in magazines and the library to ensure future use

3.8 Procedures of data collection

These will constitute the steps that the researcher will undertook before he or she began

collecting data from the target population up to when data was collected

Such steps include the following.

The researcher will first obtain a university letter from the business faculty office. This will

introduce him/her to the people in the area where the research will be conducted and thus be

considered a valid student of the university.

After being permitted to carry out the research, the researcher then took to the respondents and

generated information from them basing on his/her pre-determined question.

However, the aspect of confidentiality of the information acquired was emphasized since the

research is for education purposes

3.9 Data analysis method

This involved methods that were used to critically examine data to check for completeness and

relevancy. The analysis methods used include, SPSS and Excel.

SPSS (Statistical package for social sciences)

Using this method, data was automatically be analyzed.

MS EXCEL



This method was used on variables that required simple data analysis. Percentage calculations

regarding the response of respondents were ascertained and were reported into percentage.

3.10 Data presentation

This aimed at providing an understandable meaning of data to enable users obtain meaningful

conclusion about the data.

The obtained data was presented inform of frequcncv tables, pre~charts. bar charts for the case of

quantitative using narrative text.

3.11 Ethical considerations and limitations

These included the professional values and behaviors that the researcher will consider before.

during and after the research process. The researcher will thus consider the following.

Ethical considerations

An introductory letter was obtained from the university to introduce the researcher to the place

where the researcher is to carry out.

The aspect of confidentiality was highly emphasized during the data collection method of

interviewing the respondents since the data was for study purposes.

The duplication of topics was avoided to prevent state of controversy and thus the researcher had

his own topic.

3.12 Limitations of the study

The researcher will be limited by the following problems while conducting the study,

Financial constraints, the research is expected to be very expensive exercise in terms of costs like

transport, feeding, data, analysis, printing, etc., this however will be managed by drafting a

budget and limiting the scope.

Time constraints, the research will be limited by time since a number of respondents were

interviewed. The researcher managed this by selecting a manageable sample of respondents,



Non respondents, this will be experienced especially during the collection methods of interview

and questionnaires which tend to create balance. However the researcher set questions which will

be intended not to provoke respondents but to be answered willingly and with care.



CHAPTER FOUR

PRESENTATION AND DISCUSSiON OF THE STUDY FINGINGS

4.0 Introduction

The chapter presents the study findings from the questionnaires and interviews on the impact of

technology advancement on the performance of banking institutions with due consideration of

the study objectives. Findings in this chapter hcve been analyzed using pictorial diagrams such

as pie charts, graphs and tables for easiness of interpretation.

4.1 presentation and analysis of the findings

4,1,lsex of the respondents

The researcher intended to find out the sex of the respondents and the results are summarized in

the table below;

Table I and pie chart showing sex of the respondents



/

Table 1 above and pie chart indicates that 45% of the respondents were male while 55%of the

respondents were female. This indicates that majority of the respondents were female

4J.2 Age of the respondents

The table below shows the age bracket of the respondents

Table II and bar graphShowing age of the respondents

AGE BRACKETS FREQUENCY PERCENTAGE

0-20yrs 4 10%

21-30yrs 10 25%

31-4Oyrs 18 - 45%

41 and above 8 20%

male

female

Total 40 100%

Source; primary data
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From table II and bar graph Indicated above, it was found out that majority of the respondent

were aged between 31-40 years with 45% The ones aged between 2 1-30 years constituted 25%

below 20 years were 10% and those who aged 4lvears above had a percentage ol 20%

Accordingly, the age bracket of 31-40 years with 45°/orespondcnts indicates that the organi/alion

employees experienced and skilled works v~ho have vvhat it takes for their obligations ,25%

shows that they also employee fresh graduates (young but sharp) ready to work under minimum

supervision and ready to meet the organization objective



EDUCATION LEVEL FREQUENCY PERCENTAGE

Degree 30 75%

Diploma 9 22.5%

‘A ‘level 1 2.5%

0 Level 0 0%

Total 1 00%

Source; primary data
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The findings indicated in the table and a bar graph above denote that 75% of the respondents

were degree holders, 22.5% were Diploma holders. 2,5% had A level certificate and O°/o of the

respondents

4.1.3 Education level of the respondents

Table III and bar graph below summarizes the findings from the respondent’s level of education

40



Had ‘Level certificate. The finding literary mean that most of the respondents were actually

degree holders hence being well equipped with the necessary skills to perform their duties as

expected

4.1 .4Department under which the respondent works.

DEPARTMENTS FREQUENCY Ph RCENTANCIE

Administration 10 25%

Accounting 4 10%

Sales 6 15%

Procurement 15 37.5%

Human resource 5 12.5%

Total 40 100%

Source; primary source

4~2 Presentation and analysis of the findings on the specific objectives of the study

The specific objectives of the survey were,To find out the benefit of electronic procurement to an

organization, To determine the relationship between electronic procurement and organizational

performance and To examine the challenges faced while using electronic procurement. The

discoveries are readily put by the researcher in the sections indicated below

4.2,1 Electronic Procurement

Use of electronic procurement

The table and the pie chart below show the number of respondents who have ever used electronic

procurement ever since it was introduced

Respondents Percentage

Yes 39 97.5%

No I 2.5%

Total ~40 100

Source; primary data



pie chart

0 yes

0 no

From the table and the pie chart shown above 97.5% of the respondents confirmed to the

research that they have ever used E-procurement technology and the reaming 2.5%% agreed that

they have never used E-procurernent technology. This implies that they are up to date in terms of

technology

ii) Benefits or advantages enjoyed when using e- procurement

The study was geared to establishing the benefits or advantages enjoyed when using e

procurementbelow is henceforth the summary made in the table about how people responded

about the benefitsor advantages enjoyed when using e- procurement.

Table vi

Total 40

Source; primary data

100%

From the table above, 100% of the respondents attempted the question of the advantages enjoyed

when using e- procurement

RESPONDENTS FREQUENCY PERCENTAGE

Attempts 40 100%

Non attempted 0 0%



When the researcher asked the respondents the major benefits of enjoyed when using E

procurement, they were able to say the following;

E-procurernent leads to cost reduction since there is no paper work needed

E-procurement enables the purchase-to- pay process ~ ~A typical example uses a Web-based

transacting tool whereby items are selected predominantly from pre-sourced catalogs and

submitted for electronic approval. This tool is then linked to the hack end ER~ system lbr entry.

payment of invoices, and collation of management information.

Electronic processing leads to great time savings and efficiency due to Global, automated

processes incorporating best practice and eliminating unnecessary activities;

E-procurement enabled relationship with suppliers, which speeds procurement cycle times and

facilitates supplier performance improvements; and

There is greater data accuracy. which minimizes ordering inaccuracies and provides the essential

foundation for better management through measurement and anal ys is.

E-procurement reduces coding errors and provides highly detailed and easily accessible data.

This is essential to maximize the financial benefits of strategic sourcing.

Successful e-procurernent implementation provides high quality, detailed management

inforn~ation and negates the need for data warehousing or resource-heavy data mining.

There is increased confidence that spending volumes can he guaranteed from increased

compliance with the system, thus allowing volume price breaks and discounts to be achieved.



4~2~2 The challenges faced while using e- procurement

B-Procurement is only possible with the active participation of the supply side Necessary know how and

IT-technology is often not available on the supply side This delays the introduction of c-Procurement

solutions.

B-Procurement results in new requirements for the supply side. It will change markets by preferring

suppliers, which are “c-ready”.

The necessary tasks and effort for the communication with and integration of the supply side is often

underestimated on the buy side. This not only delays the introduction of c—Procurement but also

influences calculations of profitability.

The implementation of Government—to—Business, (G2B) services, such as public c—Procurement. takes

time and is expensive, since it entails complex. laborious and expensive interoperation of interspersed

and/or disparate applications, such as ERP systems, ordering, invoicing, billing systems. etc. at both

national and international level. Therefore, reduction of development costs and time is a vital prerequisite

for the realization of public c-Procurement services.

There is the complexity that results from the strict regulatory and legal framework that developers of such

services should respect. Development of efficient, effective and lawful pub lie c-Procurement services

should be based on recognized best practices and BC policies and directives, so that they guarantee non~

discriminatory and transparent awarding processes that comply with national and EU regulatory. legal and

financial systems.

Available application interoperation architectures have limitations in terms of language and platform

independence, as well as in terms of complexity of implementation and use.

The technology that promises to provide an easy and inexpensive way to share interspersed and/or

disparate applications on the Internet and make them available for interoperation is offered by Web

Services. By means of Web Service-based c-Procurement services, public administrations will be able to

‘expose’ any involved public c-Procurement function, process and sub-process to any other entity, such as

another business function, an organization, a particular community, or an end—user



4.2.3 Respondents on the relationship between c-procurement and the organization

performance

i) Is there a relationship between c-procurement and the organization performance?

Respondents Frequent JJ~ercentage

Yes 40 JT~0~

No 0 0%

Total 40 _~_j~_~
Source; primary data

ii) Comparison between c-procurement and the manual system of direct buying/selling

Global, c-procurement is the best practice in terms of purchasing and it eliminates unnecessary

activities compared to the manual system

E-procurement enables relationship with suppliers, which speeds procurement cycle limes and

facilitates supplier performance improvements which is not the same case with the manual

system of direct selling /buying

Greater data accuracy with F-procurement, which minimizes ordering inaccuracies and provides

the essential foundation for better management through measurement and analysis in a shoi

period of time well as in the manual system it will require a long period of time

E-procurement leads to a simple and quick requisition to payment process including a user

friendly interface and pre-sourced catalogs tailored to the requirements of the individual user:

A simple and quick strategic sourcing process with standard procurement processes and tools, as

well as easily accessible information unlike the manual system

Increased confidence that spending volumes can be guaranteed from increased compliance with

F-procurement, thus allowing volume price breaks and discounts to be achieved

During negotiations the procurement manager can more credibly guarantee the supplier a level of

prompt payment with E-procurement, which was not possible prior to c-procurement



iii) Procedures followed while using e-procurement

The purchase process basically involve the following elements

~ Identify or anticipate material or service needed

> Evaluate the potential suppliers

~ Negotiation with the selected supplier

~ Release and receive purchase requirements

> Consciously measure and manage supplier performance



CHAPTER FIVE

SUMMARY FINDINGS, CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATION

5.0 Introduction

These chapter summaries the study findings, objectives, conclusions based on those findings and

recommendations which are based on both the study findings and other relevant literature

considered necessary and vital to be used in future to improve the study situation.

5.lSummary of the findings

This part presents the summarized results and interpretation (findings) based on the stud

objectives as established at the beginning of the study.

5.1.1 Benefits or advantages enjoyed when using e- procurement

The study found out that the main benefits or advantages enjoyed when using e- procurement

were leads to cost reduction since there is no paper work needed Enables the purchase-to- pay

process online, Electronic processing leads to great time savings and efficiency due to Global.

automated processes incorporating best practice and eliminating unnecessary activities, Enabled

relationship with suppliers, which speeds procurement cycle times and facilitates supplier

performance improvements, There is greater data accuracy, Reduces coding errors and provides

highly detailed and easily accessible data, Successful c-procurement implementation provides

high quality, detailed management information and negates the need for data warehousing or

resource-heavy data mining, There is increased confidence that spending volumes can he

guaranteed from increased compliance with the system, thus allowing volume price breaks and

discounts to be achieved and others

5.1.2 Challenges faced while using electronic procurement

Thomas Renner presented that E-Procurement is being introduced or used by the purchasing departments

of all major companies and organizations. Major elements of c-Procurement are catalogue-based desktop

purchasing systems, online auctions, and electronic tendering systems. This comprises the exchange ol

business documents as well as the smooth combination and adaptation of inter-organizational business

processes yet some business do not need /dislike to dispose there business documents, It is only possible

with the active participation of the supply side, Takes time and is expensive, There is the complexity that



results from the strict regulatory and legal framework that developers of such services should respeca and

others

5.1.3 Relationship between e-procurement and the organization performance

Many organizations have been seeking new ways to reduce procurement costs which typically

represent the largest cost item in business operations. Most of the costs incurred are due to non-

value added activities such as manual data re-entry, fixing errors, premium buys due to the

inability to find competitive suppliers, inefficient search and evaluation of suppliers and their

product offerings and the long process in reaching an agreement and obtaining approval before

orders can be placed E-procurement system, therefore, has attracted organizations attention

particularly in the last few years and it has the potential to improve national productivity growth

of any countries.

5.2 Conclusion

Basing of the finding of the study, it is concluded that Sparer Mottos Ug ltd has tried to adopt the

technology that promises to provide an easy and inexpensive way to share interspersed and/or disparate

applications on the Internet and make them of use despite the challenges

5.3Recommendation

Since it was evident in the study, there were no programs put in place to educate customers how

to use the introduced new technology, therefore Spear Mottos ug ltd should come up with

program that will teach its customers how use the introduced technology hence leading to

increased performance

The study also recommends that Spear Mottos ug ltd should always update its system in order to

avoid the problem of system break down, machine malfunction and other technical faults in

order to attract more customers

The study also recommends that Spear Mottos ug ltd should always encourage its customers to

always to try use the introduced technology “c-procurement”



The study also recommends that spear mottos ugh Ltd should open up more service centers

across the country to help out customers from traveling long distances heading to there service

center

The researcher deems it is necessary for the following areas to be subjected to further

research in regards to this research

i) The Relationship between c-procurement and the organization performance technology

ii) The role played by electronic procurement in ensuring security in organizations

iii) The factors that hinders the use of electronic procurement in business organizations
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APPENDIX II

MUTEESA 1 ROYAL UNIVERSITY

P.O. BOX 14002

MENGO KAMPALA

Research questionnaire

Dear respondent

Tam a student of Muteesa 1 Royal University conducting a research study aboutelectronic

procurement on the organizational performance a case study of spear motors Uganda ltd, this is

part of my course requirement a partial fulfillment for the award of a bachelors in procurement

and logistics management.

I therefore kindly request you to avail me with the relevant information by filing this form I

guarantee you that the research study is entirely meant for academic consideration and purpose

and not for any other use and I guarantee total confidentiality f’or all information given to me.

Thank you.



Section A [To All Respondent]

~

INSTRUCTIONS

Tick or fill where applicable

1. Gender

A Male B Female

2. Age category

A 20-30 years B 31-40 years

C Above 4oyears

3 marital statuses

A married B Single

C Divorced

4 Level of education.

A Ordinary level B Advanced level

C Diploma level D Degree level

E Others specify

5 Department under which the respondent works.

A Administration B. Procurement

C accounting F Human resource

D sales



SECTION B

Have you ever used E~procurement has an organization?

Yes

What are some of the benefits or advantages enjoyed when using e- procurement.

SECTION C

What are the challenges faced while using e- procurement?

What measures have been taken to ensure effective use of c-procurement?



SECTION I)

Is there a relationship between c-procurement and the organization performance?

Yes

No

How have you seen c-procurement compared with the manual system of direct huvingJselling?

Is there any procedure followed while using c-procurement?

Yes

No

What are the procedures followed if yes?


